
 

 

Software Engineer  
New Jersey Area or Remote/Work from Home 

Position Description 

Help Create a Software Platform and Get in on the Ground Floor of a Cutting-Edge Technology Company   

This unique role is an exciting opportunity for a talented Software Engineer to showcase their skills to make a 
direct impact on our platform and solutions. In fact, you’ll be a key founding member of the group as you leverage 
your experience to build web scale applications using Agile methodologies.  

If you are ready to join a company that values their employees and celebrates every win, we invite you to consider 
the role of Software Engineer. Consider a few of the many advantages of stepping into the role: 

● This is an exciting time to join us as we are equipped for tremendous growth and scalability. We are at 
the starting line, and you’ll have the opportunity to apply yourself to help build something big and feel a 
sense of pride in your work.  

● Pivotal to your success will be your ability to establish strong, trust-based relationships with your team of 
Engineers. This is an environment where we strive for the success of the team, not just the individual. 
Your success will be visible across the enterprise and beyond as you serve as an in-house software 
engineering expert.  

● You’ll enjoy the best of both worlds: the energetic environment of a startup combined with the solid 
financial backing and resources of our investor, NEST.  This is a role where you will gain broad 
architectural, design and software engineering exposure in a short amount of time.  

● In addition to a competitive salary and bonus incentive program, we offer a comprehensive benefits 
package. Furthermore, you’ll enjoy the collaborative, team-focused culture that we have cultivated. We 
take pride in being a privately backed technology startup with a well-developed set of existing customers 
in a very large, relatively untapped market. With a focus on cloud-native solutions leveraging the very 
latest core components for our stack, we offer the very best opportunity for not only our clients, but for 
our dynamic team of Software Engineers and Architects.  

Our client is a leading provider of technology solutions for the Integrated 
Facilities Management (IFM) industry driven to provide next-generation 
solutions that are both innovative and secure for both clients and 
providers. A strong technology company steeped in the agility of a true 
startup, growing the technology expertise in Southern New Jersey. 

Role Overview 
Reporting directly to the CTO, as a Software Engineer you will work with the platform and embrace the latest in 
cloud optimized technologies in order to deliver massive scale, extreme availability and full automation as our 
organization rapidly expands its offerings to clients and third-party service providers leveraging our solutions.   
 
We’re seeking a strong Software Engineer who can take ownership of the development process and outcomes while also 
leading by example and sharing best practices with the team. We run very lean, and you’ll join a team of 15 employees 
total (including 6 other Software Engineers and 4 other Engineering professionals).  

Role Specifics 
More specifically, your key job tasks will be to:  

● Assist in building scalable, highly available application solutions that leverage public cloud services by 
designing and developing customer and vendor facing applications to be cloud optimized.  
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● Work alongside business, development and infrastructure teams and provide deep software 
development knowledge with respect to full stack development, design patterns and object-oriented 
programming.   

● Understand and implement industry best practices and will work as both an infrastructure and application  
development specialist.   

● Utilize Agile software development and DevOps, implementing DevOps practices such as infrastructure as 
code, continuous integration and automated deployment.  

● Participate in the development process, able to commit to, accept, and deliver on deadlines, 
communicate daily progress to senior staff in daily stand-ups.   

● Be highly task and production oriented, while participating in weekly product development meetings with 
architects and business leaders.   

● Communicate with users and stakeholders in development, clarification, and testing of deliverables.   

The Ideal Candidate  

The ideal candidate will have a holistic, “big picture” understanding of the relationship between the front-end and 
back-end and how to solve real world problems. Additionally, to find success in this role you will have:  

● A bachelor’s degree, associate’s degree, technical degree / training OR equivalent combination of 
education and experience.  

● 3+ years of large-scale software development or application engineering with strong coding experience in 
a variety of computer programming languages. Experience should include familiarity with a combination 
of several of the following: C#, Java, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, C/C++, C#, Objective-C, Node.js, .NET, Go, 
Python, PHP, Ruby, etc.  

● Strong experience with Agile development methodologies.   
● Full-Stack design and development experience (must have front-end, service layer, and backend data 

storage experience).  
● Good experience with Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery (CI/CD).  
● Mobile experience in either Android or iOS.  
● Experience designing and programming applications in an internet based or cloud environment, front-end 

framework such as Angular or React, using public cloud services, container and serverless technologies.  
● Experience building highly available systems that utilize load balancing, horizontal scalability and high 

availability.  
● Experience with continuous integration tools (e.g. Jenkins).  
● Familiarity with DevOps.  
● Strong written and verbal communication skills.  
● The ability, capacity and desire to serve in a team lead capacity.  
● Intellectual curiosity and a passion for continuous learning and improvement.  

Success Factors 
To excel in this role, you will be eager to take ownership of the entire software development lifecycle and put your 
fingerprints on the platform. Despite the smaller size of the company, our client has a very complex ecosystem in 
place. You’ll need to leverage your strong technical aptitude to come up to speed quickly. We understand there 
will be a learning curve as you step into the role, but the right candidate will view this as an exciting opportunity 
versus a roadblock. We’re looking for a professional who has a deep aptitude for large-scale distributed systems. 
 
Our client is a competency-focused organization, and the exemplary candidate for this role will encompass the 
following core competencies: 

• Job Knowledge - Competent in required job skills and knowledge; exhibits ability to learn and apply new skills;  
keeps abreast of current developments; requires minimal supervision; displays understanding of how a job relates  
to others; uses resources effectively. 

• Use of Technology - Demonstrates required skills; adapts to new technologies; uses technology to increase  
productivity; keeps technical skills up to date.  
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• Ethics - Treats people with respect; keeps commitments; inspires the trust of others; works with integrity 
and  principles; upholds organizational values.  

• Personal Appearance - Dresses appropriately for position; keeps self well groomed.  

• Attendance/Punctuality - Is consistently at work and on time; ensures work responsibilities are covered when  
absent; arrives at meetings and appointments on time.  

 

Career Growth Potential 

Your manager is dedicated to employee growth and passionate about developing each team member to reach 
their highest levels of potential and success.  The client is driven to invest in every single employee. In this role 
you'll be able to showcase not only your technical expertise, but also your team leadership skills and ability to 
deliver results -- all characteristics we look for when advancement opportunities arise. In fact, given our strong 
growth projections, we hire with an eye to the future, looking for professionals with career runway. 

Investors  

For 25+ years, our client has been transforming the way modern, multi-site businesses manage their facilities and 
construction programs. As the industry landscape has changed over the years, leadership recognized the 
importance of evolving with the changes and building a growth plan that supports clients beyond just Facilities 
Management. This division was created to bring a larger vision to life – having an internal development team that 
has the agility to take new ideas and expand on them for clients and partners. 

Strong Core Values  

Our associates are required to meet expectations for attendance and punctuality, deal honestly and fairly with co-
workers,  management, and the general public, promote a positive work environment, and to operate efficiently 
within their roles.  Each associate is expected to work to meet or exceed all departmental goals and deadlines and 
to maintain professional internal and external relationships that meet company core values, while delivering 
exceptional customer satisfaction  overall.  

 

For consideration, please submit a resume to Jeanine@ebs-northwest.com with “Software Engineer” in the subject 
line. 
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